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ABSTRACT 
Let A = (A,,. . ., A,) and B = (B,,. . ., B,,) be m-tuples of commuting n by n 
self-adjoint matrices. We obtain a number E = IICliff( A - B)ll such that within a 
distance E of each joint eigenvalue of A there is a joint eigenvalue of B. The Clifford 
operator Cliff( A - B) of A - B can be represented by a square matrix of size 2”% and 
is defined using Clifford algebras. When m = 1, IICliff( A - B))( = (1 A - BII, the 
operator bound norm of A - B. Similar results are obtained for arbitrary commuting 
matrices Aj and simultaneously diagonalizable matrices Bj. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The joint point spectrum a,,( A) of an m-tuple A = (A,, . . . , A,,,) of 
commuting n by n matrices Aj is the set of joint eigenvalues of A. A joint 
eigenoalue of A is an element h E @” such that there exists a nonzero element 
x E $2” with Ajr = Xjx for 1 ,< j < m. Such an x is a joint eigenuector. For 
such m-tuples, the Taylor spectrum Sp( A), the Harte spectrum u~( A), and 
several other joint spectra are identical with a,,( A). For a discussion of these 
results see [4]. Herein we will simply refer to the joint spectrum of A and 
denote it by Sp( A). All our matrices are complex. 
*This work was largely carried out while the author was visiting Professor Chandler 
Davis at the University of Toronto under the funding of the NSERC of Canada. 
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Consider the following theorem, which appeared in [l]. The norm used is 
the operator bound norm. 
BAUER-FIKE THEOREM. Let A and B be n by n matrices. Zf B is normal, 
then for each eigenvalue (Y of A there is an eigenvalue p of B such that 
IQ-PI GIlA-BII. 
The aim of this paper is to consider the stability of Sp( A) under perturba- 
tions of the m-tuples A. In particular we show that the Bauer-Fike theorem 
and several related results for single matrices have analogues for m-tuples. 
In order to do this we follow McIntosh and Pryde [3] in using Clifford 
algebras. These are introduced in Section 2. They enable us in Section 3 to 
replace m-tuples A = (A,, . . . , A,) of matrices, or operators acting on n- 
dimensional space, by single operators Cliff(A) acting on larger spaces. 
Perturbation theorems of Bauer-Fike type are proved in Section 4 under 
the assumption that certain of the matrices have real spectra. In place of the 
operator bound norm of a single matrix we employ the Clifford norm ]]Cliff( A) I] 
of an m-tuple A = (A,, . . . , A,). In Sections 5 and 6 we drop the assumption 
of real spectra referred to above. Finally, in Section 7 we investigate the 
Clifford norm of a pair (A,, A,) in order to demonstrate that our theorems 
generalize the known ones for single matrices. 
2. CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS AND TENSOR PRODUCTS 
As in [3], we use Clifford algebras as a tool to study joint spectra. Let W,,, 
denote the Clilfor-d algebra generated by e,, . . . , e, with the relations eiej = 
-ejei for i + j and e; = -1. Then W,,, is an associative algebra over R of 
dimension 2”. The elements es, where S runs over the subsets of { 1, . . . , m}, 
form a basis of R(,, if we define ee, = 1 and es = es, * * * eq when S = 
(sr, . . . , sk} and 1 < sr < sa < * - - < sk < m. Elements of R,,, are denoted 
by X = Es&es where hs~R. Under the inner product (X ~1) = CsXs/.+ R(,, 
becomes a Hilbert space with orthonormal basis (es}. 
Let M,, = M,@) denote the space of n by n complex matrices. For A EM, 
let a( A), r(A), and A* denote the spectrum, spectral radius, and adjoint of A. 
The operator bound norm of A satisfies ]I A]] = dm. 
Let X denote a k-dimensional normed linear space over @Z. For us it will 
be (9” or M,, together with the Euclidean or operator bound norm respec- 
tively. The tensor product X @ R,,, is a k x 2”‘-dimensional linear space 
over c whose elements are of the form r = Csr, @ es where xs E X. A norm 
on X @ @?(,, is defined by ]I r]] = (Es11 rsJ12)“‘. 
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In particular, Q” @ R,,, is a complex Hilbert space with inner product 
(h p) = X:,(X,, &, where A = X,X, 8 es, P = Csps @ es, As, pse C”, and 
(A,, ps) denotes the standard inner product on @“. 
Let L(@” @ R(,,,)) d enote the space of linear transformations T : C” 63 R,,, 
-+ @” C3 W,,,, together with the operator (or spectral) norm 11 Tll op = sup 
11 TXll/ 1) XJJ = dm. Then M, @ R(m) may be identified with a subalge- 
bra of L@“@ R(,,$ by defining (CsAs @ es)(CsjXy @es,) = Cs,s,As(hs,) 
@ ese,. So M, E M, 63 El,,, C I@” 8 W,,,). 
The spectrum, spectral radius, and adjoint of an element T of L@” 8 12~~)) 
will again be denoted a(T), r(T), and T*. Recall that L(@” @ 6$,,) is finite 
dimensional, and so T is invertible if and only if it is invertible in any 
subalgebra containing T. 
For A = CsAs@3ee,EM,@W+), its adjoint is given by A* = C,A% @ Es, 
where cs = tie,, the sign being chosen so that es,?& = Uses = 1. 
Note that we have described two norms of such A, namely (1 All = 
(Csll Asl12)1’2 and II All = II All.,. F rom now on we will take 1) A )I = 1) A 1) 0p. 
3. THE CLIFFORD OPERATOR OF AN m-TUPLE 
Given an m-tuple A = (A,, . . . , A,,,) of n by n matrices Aj, we define its 
C&j&i operator Cliff( A) E M, @ 12 Cm) by Cliff( A) = i C,T 1 Aj 63 ej. Following 
McIntosh and Pryde [3], we also consider the spectral set y(A) defined by 
y(A) = {hr0i..:O~~(~~ (Aj-hjI)‘i). 
Here and elsewhere I is the n by n identity matrix. 
Recall the joint spectrum Sp( A) d e me f d in the introduction for commuting 
Aj. The joint spectral radius r(A) is then defined to be r(A) = max{ ) Al : XE 
Sp( A)). It is proved in [3] that for commuting matrices Aj with real spectra, 
SP(A) = Y(A). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf A = (A,, . . . , A,), where the Aj are commuting 
matrices, then 
(a) Cliff( A)2 = Ej”=I A;; 
(b) y(A) = {X E I” : 0 E a(Cliff( A - XI))}. 
Proof. Cliff(A)2 = -Cj,kAjAl, 8 f?jek = CjA: - Ej<k(AjAk - AkAj) 
C+ ejek, from which (a) and (b) follow. n 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. If A = (A,, . . . , A,,,), where the Aj are commuting 
self-adjoint matrices, then 
(a) Cliff( A) is self-adjoint; 
(b) r(Cliff( A)) = r(A); 
(c) ]]Cliff( A)11 = r(A). 
Proof. (a): Cliff( A)* = -i Cj AT @ Ej = Cliff( A). 
(b): Define g : R”’ -+ R by g(X) = Xt + * . * + &. By the spectral mapping 
theorem for Sp( A), in [5] for example, 
o(Cliff( A)“) = o( & A:) 
I 
= g(Sp( A)) 
= {(h(‘:h~Sp(A)). 
Hence r(Cliff( A)2) = r(A)‘, and (b) follows. 
(c): Since Cliff( A) is self-adjoint, 
IICliff( A)I) = r(Cliff( A)) = r(A). n 
We will refer to ]]Cliff( A) I( as the Clifford norm of the m-tuple A = 
(A,,..., A,,,). 
4. PERTURBATION THEOREMS: REAL SPECTRA 
We compare the joint spectra of two m-tuples A = (A,, . . . , A,) and 
B = (B,, . . . , B,) of commuting n by n matrices. In this section we assume 
that the Bj have real spectra. 
For p E 13m and p 2 0 we denote by D(n, p) the closed ball in W” with 
center p and radius p. 
The following theorem is well known for single normal matrices A, B with 
((CIiff( A - B)ll replaced by ]I A - B 11. F or example, see [2, Proposition 12.11. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let A = (A,, . . . , A,,,) and B = (B,, . . . , B,) be m-tuples 
of commuting n by n self-adjoint matrices. Set E = ]]Cliff( A - B) I]. Suppose 
a closed ball D(p, p) in W” contains k joint eigenvalues of A. Then the ball 
D(p, p + E) contains at least k joint eigenvalues of B. 
Proof. We may assume p = 0. Suppose D(0, p) contains k joint eigenval- 
ues 01~‘. . , ffk of A but D(0, p + E) contains less than k joint eigenvahres of 
B. Then there exists a unit vector x in the intersection of the joint eigenspace 
of A corresponding to (it, . . . , ak and the joint eigenspace of B correspond- 
ing to its joint eigenvalues pl, . . . , /3,, lying outside D(0, p + c). For this X, 
]IChff(A) x](~Eco()cx~)~,..., 1 ok ) 2), where co denotes convex hull, and 
IlCliff(B) x]]~Eco(]/?~]~,..., ]/3h(2). So ]]Cliff(A) XI] <p and ]]Cliff(B) 
xl] >p + E. Hence 
IIChff( A - B) XII Z/Cliff(B) xl\ -\lChff( A) ~11 > E, 
contradicting ]]Cliff( A - B)II = E. w 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A = (A,, . . . , A,,) and B = (B,, . . . , B,) be m-tuples 
of commuting n by n matrices. Suppose the Bj are simultaneously diagonalized 
by S and have real spectra. Set E = ]]Cliff( A - B) I( * (( S 1) . ]I S- ’ 11, and let 
P 1”“’ 0, be the joint eigenvalues of B. Then y( A) E lJy==, D(pi, E). 
Proof. Let cr~y( A). By Proposition 3.1, 0 ~a(Chff( A - al)), and so 
there exists x E G?jn @ W,,, with x # 0 and Cliff( A - (~1) z = 0. Hence 
Cliff( A - B) x = Chff( al - B) x. 
We may assume (Y #y(B), or there is nothing to prove. By Proposition 3.1 
Cliff( o I - B) is invertible and its inverse is given by 
[CMf(aI - B)]-’ = [ (2 (aj’ - Bj~)‘]-“.‘i9,, - B). 
Now let Bj = SAjS-l, where each A. is a diagonal matrix, and set 
A= (Al,.... A,). Then [Cliff(crl - B)J-’ = S[Cliff(arI - A)]-‘S-l. Now 
each crjl - Ai is self-adjoint, and so, by Proposition 3.2, (( [Chff( crl - A)]-’ (1 
=max{]p]- :~EY((YI-A)} =max(]a!-fil-‘:/3~y(B)}. 
So x = [Cliff(crI - B)]-’ Cliff( A - B) x = S[Chff(a!Z - A)]-‘S Chff( A - 
B) x, from which we obtain min{ ( a - fi ( : p E y( B)} < E as required. n 
From Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we will obtain analogous results without the 
assumption of real spectra. In particular, normal matrices will replace self- 
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adjoint ones. This is done in Section 6. Our proof of Theorem 4.2 parallels the 
proof of the Bauer-Fike theorem for single matrices given in [Z, Theorem 
25.11. 
5. PARTITIONS OF MATRICES 
Recall that for an m-tuple A = (A,, . . . , A,) of commuting matrices with 
real spectra, Sp( A) = y(A). M ore generally, without the assumption that the 
Aj have real spectra, we can decompose Aj = A,, + iAaj in such a way that 
r(A) = (A,,,..., A,,, A,,,. . .> Aam) is a 2mtuple of commuting matrices 
with real spectra. Furthermore, if p : W2” -+ @” is defined by p(t. q) = E + ir) 
for 4, n E W”, then Sp( A) = p(y(?r( A))). In particular, if (Y is a joint eigen- 
value of A, then r(a) = (Re (Y, Im 1~) is a joint eigenvalue of a( A). These 
results are proved in [3], and 7r( A) is referred to as a partition of A. 
REMARKS. 
(a) It is proved in [3, Lemma 10.71 that each square matrix T has a 
decomposition T = Tl + iT2 where T,, T2 are polynomials in T and have real 
spectra. So (T,, T,) is a partition of T. If (S,, S,) is another partition of T, it is 
readily seen that S, = T, + N and S, = T2 + iN for some nilpotent matrix N 
commuting with T. Suppose further that T is semisimple (that is, diagonaliz- 
able). Then Tl, T2 are also semisimple. Hence S, = Tl + N and S, = T2 + iN 
are the Jordan decompositions of Si and S,. By the uniqueness of Jordan 
decompositions, S,, S, are not semisimple unless N = 0. 
(b) Let B = (B,, . . . , B,) be an m-tuple of commuting semisimple matri- 
ces. It is well known that the Bj are simultaneously diagonalizable. By [3, 
Lemma 10.7 again, B has a partition r(B) whose components are simultane- 
ously diagonalizable. By (a) this partition is the only one with semisimple 
components. We shall call it the semisimple partition of B. 
(c) Let B = (B,, . . . , B,) be an m-tuple of commuting normal matrices. 
Let P(B) = (B,,, . . . , B,,, B,,, . . . , Bm2), where Bjl = $( Bj + Bj*) and Bj2 = 
(1/2i)( Bj - BF). By Fuglede’s theorem the components of r(B) commute. 
Hence, as remarked in [3], r(B) is a partition of B with self-adjoint compo- 
nents. It is therefore the semisimple partition of B. 
6. PERTURBATION THEOREMS: COMPLEX SPECTRA 
The function p : W2” + @?” defined in Section 5 is a bijection, and we 
denote its inverse by a : Grn -+ R2,. For CC @” and p > 0 let E({, p) denote 
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the closed ball in G” with center 1 and radius p. Finally, let D(s({), p) 
denote the closed ball in E32m with center r(r) = (Re 3; Im [) and radius p. 
Note that ?r(E(S; P)) = D(K({), P). 
THEOREM~.~. LetA=(A, ,..., A,)andB=(Bi ,..., B,,,)bem-tuples 
of commuting n by n normal matrices. Let r( A) and a(B) be their semisimple 
partitions. Set E = )I Cliff( 7r( A) - r(B)) I(. Suppose a closed ball E( {, p) in em 
contains k joint eigenvalues of A. Then the closed ball E(3; p + E) contains at 
least k joint eigenvalues of B. 
Proof. The ball D( r(l), p) = r( E( 5; p)) contains k joint eigenvalues of 
T(A). By Theorem 4.1 the ball D(?F(~), p + E) contains at least k joint 
eigenvalues fl of r(B). So E(S; p + E) = p(D(r(l), P + E)) contains at least k 
joint eigenvalues p( /3) of B = p( r( B)). n 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A = (A,, . . . , A,) and B = (B,, . . . , B,) be m-tuples 
of commuting n by n matrices with the Bj semisimple. Let a( A) be a partition 
of A, and let ?r( B) be the semisimple partition of B with components simultane- 
ously diagonalized by S. Set E = IICliff( aA) - a(B)) 1) * 11 SIJ . )I S-‘11, and let 
P 1,. . . , @,, be the joint eigenvalues of B. Then Sp( A) E UrzlE( pi. E). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, y( rr( A)) C lJy=lD( r(Pi), E). Hence 
Sp(A) =p(y(x(A))) sP( fi D(r(ai),‘)) = icIE(Pi7E). 
’ 
i=l 
THEOREM 6.3 (A “Bauer-Fike” theorem). Let A = (A,, . . . , A,) and 
B = (B,, . . . , B,) be m-tuples of commuting n by n matrices. Let the Bj be 
normal, let ?r( A) be a partition of A, and let r(B) be the semisimple partition 
of B. For each joint eigenvalue o! of A there is a joint eigenvalue p of B such that 
I Q! - PI < IlCW*(A) - r(B))ll. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 6.2 on taking S to 
be a unitary matrix which simultaneously diagonalizes the components of 
a(R). n 
Recall the Hausdog metric dH( K,, K,) defined for compact subsets K,, 
K, of @” by 
d,(K,,K2) =max zs ;ziz lo--1, sup inf Ia-81). 
1 &K* (YGKKI 
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As for the case of single matrices, the following result follows immediately 
from the Bauer-Fike theorem. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let A = (A,, . . . , A,,,) and B = (B,, . . . , B,) be m-tu- 
pies of commuting n by n normal matrices, Let r(A) and ?r( B) denote the 
semisimple partitions of A and B. Then d,(Sp( A), Sp( B)) ,< /Cliff( r( A) - 
a(B)) II. 
7. THE CLIFFORD NORM OF A PAIR OF MATRICES 
Throughout this section we consider a pair A = (A,, A,) of n by n 
matrices Aj. We do not assume that the Aj commute. Our aim is to 
determine the singular set and norm of the corresponding Clifford operator 
Cliff(A) = i( A, @3 e, + A, @?J ea). Recall that the singular set of a square 
matrix T or bounded operator on a Hilbert space is defined by sing(T) = 
(4: hEu(T*T)j. So IITII = max{p:pEsing(T)}. 
Relative to the standard ordered orthonormal basis 9 = { 1, er, ea, elez} 
of I(a), Cliff(A) has the matrix representation 
On the other hand, relative to the ordered orthonormal basis 
e, + ie, e, - ie, 
g= - ~ l 1 + ie,e, 1 - ie,e, fi’& A’& I ’ 
Cliff( A) has the matrix representation 
i 
0 0 0 A, - iA, 
[Cliff(A)] + i : 0 A, iAz v= -A, iA, 0 0 I ’ + 
-A, - iA, 0 0 0 
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[Cliff( A)*Cliff( A)] V= [Cliff( A)]*,[Cliff( A)] o 
x 0 0 0 
=OYOO 
i 1 0 0 x 0’ 0 0 0 Y 
where X = (A, + iAP)*( A, + iA,) and Y = (A, - iA,)*( A, - iA,). 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let A = (A,, A,) be a pair of n by n matrices. 
(a) sing(Cliff( A)) = sing( A, + iA2) U sing( A, - iA,). 
0-4 IWff( A) II = maxf II AI + iA, I/> II AI - iA, II). 
(c) ZfA,, A, are selfadjoint, then (ICliff( A) I/ = )I A, + iA, I/. 
Proof. (a), (b) f 11 o ow immediately from the matrix representation of 
Cliff( A)*Cliff( A) re a lve to the basis @7’. Then (c) follows, since A, - iA, = 1 t’ 
(A, + iAz)* and so 11 A, - iA, II = I( A, + iA, I(. n 
If ?r( A) = (A,, A,) is a partition of a matrix A, we define A* = A, - iA,. 
Of course A# depends on the partition. However, if A,, A, are self-adjoint 
then A* = A*. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. 
(a) Let A, B by n by n matrices with partitions n(A), r(B). Then 
/Cliff(z(A) - ?r(B))(( = max( II A - B II, II A# - B # II). 
(b) Let A, B be n by n normal matrices with semisimple partitions r(A), 
vr( B). Then IICliff(7r( A) - r(B))/ = I( A - BI(. 
Proof. (a): Let 7~( A) = (A,, A,) and r(B) = (B,, B,). Then 
)ICliff( r( A) - ?r( B)) 11 = /Cliff( A, - B,, A, - Bz)II 
= max(/(A, - B1) + i(A, - Z&)(1, 
= max(l(A - B((, IIA# - B#Il). 
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(b): This follows from (a). Indeed A* = A* and B# = B*, since the Aj 
and Bi are self-adjoint. n 
REMARK. 7.3. Consider now the theorems of Section 6 specialized to 
the case of single matrices A, B (that is, m = 1). Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 
6.4 reduce precisely to the known results for single matrices, since there 
/Cliff(rr(A) - r(B))11 = 11 A - BII. H owever, in Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 the 
norm IlCliff(r( A) - x(B)) I( is p ossibly larger than 11 A - B 11. 
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